Directions to 321 University Avenue

(For Mapquest/GPS directions: enter address as corner of S. University Avenue and Curie Blvd)

321 University Avenue is named the Spelman Building. It is located at the corner of S. University Avenue and Curie Blvd. Several divisions of the Philadelphia Department of Public Health are housed in the Spelman Building:

- Air Management Services
- Environmental Health Services
- Food Protection
- Medical Examiner’s Office

From University Avenue, the parking lot is the first driveway on the right side on Curie Blvd. At the entrance to the parking lot is a sign that reads, "Do Not Enter Except For Permitted Parking." Parking spaces are limited. If possible consider taking public transportation. If you have to come by car, you will need to register your car with the security desk in the lobby.

Driving

Via I-95 (from the North): Take I-95 South to I-676 (Vine Street Expressway) WEST. Take I-676 west to I-76 (Schuylkill Expressway) EAST. Follow I-76 east to exit 346B Grays Ferry / University Ave. As you exit bear to the right. You will pass under a Railroad Bridge. You will go straight at the first light. At the second light you will make right onto Curie Blvd.

Via I-95 (from the South): Take I-95 North to I-76 (Schuylkill Expressway) WEST. Take I-76 west to exit 346B Grays Ferry Ave. As you exit go straight at the first light. You will then go over the bridge across the Schuylkill River. At the second light go straight and you will go under a Railroad Bridge and then straight at the third light. At the fourth light you will make right onto Curie Blvd.

Via US 1 (Roosevelt Boulevard in the Northeast): Take US 1 south to I-76 (Schuylkill Expressway) EAST. Follow I-76 east to exit 346B Grays Ferry / University Ave. As you exit bear to the right. You will pass under a Railroad Bridge. You will go straight at the first light. At the second light you will make right onto Curie Blvd.

Via I-76 (from the West): Follow I-76 EAST to exit 346B Grays Ferry / University Ave. As you exit bear to the right. You will pass under a Railroad Bridge. You will go straight at the first light. At the second light you will make right onto Curie Blvd.

Via I-76 (from the East): Take I-76 west to exit 346B Grays Ferry Ave. As you exit go straight at the first light. You will then go over the bridge across the Schuylkill River. At the second light go straight and you will go under a Railroad Bridge and then straight at the third light. At the fourth light you will make right onto Curie Blvd.
SEPTA

**Rte. 30 bus:** Get off the bus at the stop on University Ave. Walk to the corner of University and Curie Blvd and cross the street. Enter the Spelman Building on the corner.

**Rte. 42 bus:** Get off the bus on University Ave. at Curie Blvd. Look for the Spelman Building on the corner of University Ave. & Curie Blvd. Enter the Spelman Building on the corner.

**Rte. 11, 13, 34 & 36 trolley:** Get off at 37th Street Stop. Note – you must walk up 4 flights of stairs at this station. Walk to the street corner at the Wawa store and turn past Wawa down 38th St. When you pass Baltimore Ave., 38th St. will become University Ave. Cross Curie Blvd. Enter the Spelman Building on the corner.

**Rte. 11, 13, 34 & 36 trolley:** Get off at 40th St. Stop. The tracks are at ground level at this stop. Turn left up Baltimore Ave. At the Veterans Administration Hospital cross 38th St./University Ave. and turn right. Continue in this direction until you cross Curie Blvd. Enter the Spelman Building on the corner.

**LUCY Gold Loop:** Get off the bus on Curie Blvd, and walk to the corner. Cross the street and enter the Spelman Building on the corner. Alternately, pass the Spelman Building, and get off the bus at University Ave. Backtrack and cross Curie Blvd. Enter the Spelman Building on the corner.

**LUCY Green Loop:** Get off the bus on University Ave. Cross University Ave at the corner of University and Curie. Enter the Spelman Building on the corner. Alternately, pass the Spelman Building on the right, and get off the bus on Curie Blvd. Backtrack to University and Curie. Enter the Spelman Building on the corner.
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